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Astrophysics, Astronomy, Cosmology, Nuclear Physics, TOE, GUT, Dark Energy, Repulsion Gravity and the Original Cosmos, Attraction/Repulsion Gravity and the Self-Creating Universe, and the answer to the question of “What triggered Creation?”* BRUCE TERRY, SCUINC APS** — This work is comprised of the answer to what triggered creation, the full description of a prior cosmos that did not need to be created and the description of our new and different cosmos. Although our cosmos was derived from the first cosmos needing no creator, ours still had to be created. “What triggered Creation” describes in full detail how our here and now Attraction Gravity Cosmos suddenly burst forth from the first in being cosmos. This first cosmos was composed entirely of a self-imposed, naturally formed, repulsive and self-regulating force (dark matter) that kept itself within the boundaries of an eternal static/semi-static state of being. This state of being was also infinite. It is obvious that an eternal, infinite cosmic circumstance such as what the Repulsion Gravity Cosmos presents, could not produce an instant and infinite “everywhere” information carrying light dispersing system about our newly forming cosmos/universe. This developing system needed a central place of beginning followed by the support of a (continually converting) domino effect. This place of origin not only had to self-create a circumstance that began the conversion of the totally self-sustaining repulsive force into an attraction force fostering evolution, but had to begin an entirely new cosmos composed of both forces. *APS Division of Astrophysics **more information at scuinc.com
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